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DOMINIQUE GUEGAN1, BERTRAND K. HASSANI2.
Abstract
This paper3 analyses how risks are measured in financial institutions, for instance Market,
Credit, Operational, etc with respect to the choice of the risk measures, the choice of the dis-
tributions used to model them and the level of confidence selected. We discuss and illustrate
the characteristics, the paradoxes and the issues observed comparing the Value-at-Risk and
the Expected Shortfall in practice. This paper is built as a differential diagnosis and aims at
discussing the reliability of the risk measures as long as making some recommendations4.
Key words: Risk measures - Marginal distributions - Level of confidence - Capital re-
quirement.
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Refi. Disclaimer: The opinions, ideas and approaches expressed or presented are those of the authors and do not
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by PRES heSam under the reference ANR-10-LABEX-0095
4This paper has been written in a very particular period of time as most regulatory papers written in the past
20 years are currently being questioned by both practitioners and regulators themselves. Some distress or disarray
has been observed among risk managers as most models required by the regulation were not consistent with their
own objective of risk management. The enlightenment brought by this paper is based on an academic analysis of
the issues engendered by some pieces of regulation and it has not for purpose to create any sort of polemic.
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1 Introduction
How to ensure that financial regulation allows banks to properly support the real economy and
simultaneously control their risks? In this paper5 another way to look at regulatory rules is
proposed, not only based on the objective to provide a capital requirement sufficiently large to
protect the banks but to improve the risk controls. In this paper we offer an holistic analy-
sis of risk measurement, taking into account the choice of risk measure, the distribution used
and the confidence level considered simultaneously. This leads us to propose fairer and more
effective solutions than regulatory proposals since 1995. Several issues are discussed: (i) the
choice of the distributions to model the risks: uni-modal or multi-modal distributions; (ii) the
choice of the risk measure, moving from the VaR to spectral measures. The ideas developed
in this paper are relying on the fact that the existence of an adequate internal model inside
banks will always be better than the application of a rigid rule preventing banks from doing
the job which consists in having a good knowledge of their risks and a good strategy to control
them. Indeed, in that latter case, banks have to think (i) about several scenarii to assess the
risks (various forward looking information sets), and (ii) at the same time to the importance
of unknown new shocks in the future to stress their internal modellings. This also imply that
the regulatory capital can change over time, introducing dynamics in the computations of risk
measures based on "true" information: this approach is definitely not considered by regulators
but would lead to interesting discussions between risk practitioners and supervisors. Indeed,
this idea would bring then closer to the real world permitting banks to play their role in funding
the economy. In our argumentation, the key point remains the choice of the data sets to use,
as soon as the theoretical tools are properly handled. Our purpose is illustrated using data
representative of operational and market risks. Operational risks are particularly interesting for
this exercise as materialised losses are usually the largest within banks, nevertheless all the tools
and concepts developed in this paper are scalable and applicable to any other class of risks. We
also show the importance of the choice of the period with which we work in the risk measurement.
The paper is organised as follows: in Section two we introduce and discuss a new holistic approach
in terms of risks. Section three is dedicated to an exercise to illustrate our proposal providing
5This paper has been presented at Riskdata Paris (Septembre 2015), at Tianjin University (September 2015),
at PFMC Paris (December 2015), at CFE’15 London (December 2015)
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some recommandations to risk managers and regulators.
2 Alternative strategies for measuring the risks in financial in-
stitutions
It is compulsory for each department of a bank to evaluate the risk associated to the different
activities of this unit. In order to present the different steps that a manager has to solve to pro-
vide such a value, we consider for the moment a single factor, for which we seek the appropriate
approach to be followed in order to evaluate the associated risk.
For each risk factor X we can define an information set corresponding to the various X values
taken in the previous time period considered, for instance, hours, days, weeks, months or years
depending on how this information set has been obtained. For the moment the choice of the time
step is not of particular importance at this does not impact the points we are making. Thus,
an information set I = (X1, X2, · · · , Xn) is obtained for the factor of risk X6. These values
represent the outcomes of the past evolution of the risk factor and are not known a priori (for
the moment we assume that we have a set of n data.). Due to this uncertainty, the risk factor
X is a random variable, and to each values Xi, i = 1, ..., n a probability can be associated. The
mathematical function describing the possible values of a random variable and its associated
probabilities is known as a probability distribution. In that context, the risk factor X is a
random variable which is understood as a function defined on a sample space whose outputs
are numerical values: here the values of X belongs to R, and in the following we assume that
its probability distribution F is continuous, taking any numerical value in an interval or sets of
intervals, via a probability density function f . As soon as we know the continuous and strictly
monotonic distribution function F , we can consider the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.)
FX : R→ [0, 1] of the random variable X, and the quantile function Q returns a threshold value
x below which random draws from the given c.d.f would fall p percents of the time. In terms of
the distribution function FX , the quantile function Q returns the value x such that
FX(x) := Pr(X ≤ x) = p.
6The period corresponding to this risk factor and the length n of this period will be fundamental to analyse
the results associated to the measure of risks
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and
Q(p) = inf {x ∈ R : p ≤ F (x)}
for a probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Here we capture the fact that the quantile function returns the
minimum value of x from amongst all those values whose c.d.f value exceeds p. If the function F
is continuous, then the infimum function can be replaced by the minimum function and Q = F−1.
Thus, these p-quantiles correspond to the classic V aRp used in financial industry and proposed
by regulators as a risk measure associated to the risk factor X. In their recommandations
since 1995, the regulators proposing this approach followed JP. Morgans’ risk metrics approach
(Riskmetrics (1993)). In the Figure 1, we illustrate the notion of V aRp. 7
FXt
Xt
α
Figure 1: Illustration of the VaR quantile risk measure.
At this point we have introduced all the components we need to have when we are interested in
7Given a confidence level p ∈ [0, 1], the V aRp associated to a random variable X is given by the smallest
number x such that the probability that X exceeds x is not larger than (1− p)
V aR(1−p)% = inf(x ∈ R : P (X > x) ≤ (1− p)). (2.1)
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the computation of a value of the risk associated to a risk factor. Summarising them, these are:
(a) I the information set (even known its selection might be controversial): (b) the probability
distribution which characterises X, let F (this is the key point); (c) the level p (the value is
usually imposed by regulators: this point will be illustrated later on with examples); (d) the
risk measure: the regulator had imposed the Value-at-Risk (VaR) and is now proposing to move
towards the Expected Shortfall measure (ES8) as it is a coherent risk measure with the property
of sub-additivity9. We will analyse these choices and will propose alternatives.
In our argumentation, the choice of the probability distribution F and its fitting to the infor-
mation set I are keys for a reliable computation of the risks. These points need to be discussed
in details before dealing with the other two main points, i.e. the choice of p and the choice of
the risk measure.
The first point to consider is to understand the choice a priori made for the fitting of F in the
previous pieces of regulation issued since 1995 (and probably before when the standard deviation
was used as a measure of risk) (BCBS (1995), BCBS (2011), EBA (2014)). Indeed, if we have a
look at the Figure 2, we observe that the "natural" distribution of the underlying some market
data - for instance the Dow Jones standard index - is multi-modal. In practice, if arbitrary
choices are not imposed regarding the risk factors, units of measures and the time period, this
shape is often observed. Note that using the methodology leading to this graph, large losses
can be split from the other losses and consequently a better understanding of the probability of
8For a given p in [0, 1], η the V aR(1−p)%, andX a random variable which represents losses during a pre-specified
period (such as a day, a week, or some other chosen time period) then,
ES(1−p)% = E(X|X > η). (2.2)
9A coherent risk measure is a function ρ : L∞ → R:
• Monotonicity:If X1, X2 ∈ L and X1 ≤ X2 then ρ(X1) ≤ ρ(X2)
• Sub-additivity: If X1, X2 ∈ L then ρ(X1 +X2) ≤ ρ(X1) + ρ(X2)
• Positive homogeneity: If λ ≥ 0 and X ∈ L then ρ(λX) = λρ(X)
• Translation invariance: ∀k ∈ R, ρ(X + k) = ρ(X)− k
5
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these outcomes can be obtained. It exists several ways of obtaining multi-modal distributions,
such as mixing distributions (Gaussian or NIG ones) or distort an initial uni-modal distribution
(for instance the Gaussian one) with specific distortion operators. Figure 3 provides an example
of such distortion (Wang (2000), Guégan and Hassani (2015)). The objective is to be closer
to reality taking into account the information contained in the tails which correspond to the
probability of large losses.
Figure 2: This figure presents the density of the Dow Jones Index. We observe that this one
cannot be characterised by a Gaussian distribution, or for the matter any distribution that does
not capture humps.
Now the objective is to fit a uni-modal distribution on the analysed data sets. We have selected
a relatively large panel of classes of distributions to solve this problem. We distinguish two
classes of distributions. The first class includes : the lognormal, the Generalised Hyperbolic
(GH) (Barndorff-Nielsen (1977)) and the α-stable (Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994)). The
second class includes the generalised extreme value (Weibull, Fréchet, Gumbel), and the gen-
eralised Pareto distributions. It is important to make a distinction between these two classes
of distributions as inside the former, the distributions are fitted on the whole sample I while
in the latter the distributions are fitted on some specific sub-samples of I: this difference is
6
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Figure 3: This figure presents a distorted Gaussian distribution. We can observe that the weight
taken in the body are transferred on the tails.
fundamental in terms of risk management. Note also that the techniques for estimating the
parameters of these distributions differ for all these classes of distributions. Besides these two
classes of distributions we have also to consider the Empirical distribution fitted on the whole
sample using non-parametric techniques. It is the closest fit we can obtain for any data set but
bounded by construction, and therefore the extrapolation of extreme exposures in the tails is
limited.
Concerning the data set we investigate in this paper, we first fit the Empirical distribution using
all the data set, then two other distributions having two parameters - the scale and the shape
-, the Weibull and the lognormal distributions. In this exercise we use the whole sample also to
fit the Weibull distribution (we analyse latter in this paper the impact of this choice). Then we
consider the GH distributions and the α-stable distributions which are nearly equivalent in the
sense that they are characterized by five parameters which permit a very good fit on the data
set. The difference comes from their definition: we have an explicit form for the density function
of the GH, while to work with the α-stable distributions we need to use the moment generating
function.
7
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Then we fit extreme value distributions (the generalised extreme value distribution (GEV) and
the GPD distribution) which are very appropriate if we want to analyse the probability of ex-
treme events without being polluted by the presence of other risks. Indeed, these two types of
distributions are defined and built on specific data sets implying the existence of extreme events.
The GEV distributions including the Gumbel, Fréchet and Weibull distributions are build as
limit distributions characterising a sequence of maxima inside a set of data, thus we need to
build this sequence of maxima from the original data set I before estimating the parameters of
the appropriate EV distribution. The work has also to be done with the GPD which is built as
a limit of distributions existing for data above a certain threshold. Only this subset is used to
estimate the parameters of the GPD. Despite this method being widely used, the threshold is
always very difficult to estimate and very unstable, thus we would not recommend this distri-
bution in practice (or only for a very few cases).
In summary we use the whole sample (original data set) to fit the Weibull, the lognormal, the
GH, and the α-stable, as long as maximum likelihood procedures to estimate their parameters,
while specific data sets are used as long as a combination of the Hill (Hill (1975)) and maxi-
mum likelihood methodologies to estimate the parameters of the GPD distributions; and we use
maximum likelihood method associated with a block maxima strategy to parameterise the GEV
distributions10. The choice of the distributions cannot be distinguished either from the difficulty
of estimating the parameters or the underlying information set. For instance the GPD is very
difficult to fit because of the estimation of the threshold which is a key parameter for this family
of distributions and is generally very unstable. Besides, the impact of the construction of series
of maxima to fit the GEV should not be underestimated. An error in its estimation may bias,
distort and confuse both capital calculations and risk management decisions.
It is also important to compare these different parametric adjustments to the empirical distribu-
tion (more representative of the past events) and its fitting done using non-parametric techniques
(Silverman (1986)). This latter fitting is always useful because if it is done in a very good way,
it is generally a good representation of the reality and provides interesting values for the risk
10For benchmark purposes, the GEV will also be adjusted on the whole data sample.
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measure. It always appears as a benchmark.
These proposals are sometimes quite far from regulatory requirements. Indeed, a very limited
class of distributions whose choice seems sometimes arbitrary and not appropriate has been
proposed(Guégan and Hassani (2016)). The regulator does not make the distinction between
distributions fitted on a whole sample and those which have to be fitted on specific sub-samples.
The importance of the information set I is not correctly analysed. Risks of confusion between
the construction of the basic model based on the past information set and the possible use of
uncertain future events for stress testing exist. Dynamics embedded in risk modelling are not
considered and a static approach seems favoured even to analyse long term risk behaviour. Fi-
nally, the regulator does not considered the non parametric approach which could be a first basis
of discussion with the managers.
We now propose to illustrate our ideas, emphasising the influence of the choice of the distri-
butions; how these are fitted and why unstable results can be observed. We show at the same
time, the influence of the choice of the level p which is definitively arbitrary. Finally concerning
the controversy surrounding the use of the VaR or the ES, we point that, - even if the ES for
a given distribution will always provide a larger value for the risk than the VaR - the result in
fine depends on the distribution chosen and the associated level considered.
3 An exercise to convince managers and regulators to consider
a more flexible framework
We have selected a data set provided by a Tier European bank representing an operational risk
category risks from 2009 to 2014. This data11 set is characterised by a distribution right skewed
(positive skewness) and leptokurtic.
In order to follow regulators’ requirements in their different guidelines, we choose to fit on
this data set some of the distributions required by various pieces of regulation as long others
11In our demonstration, the data set which has been sanitised here is not of particular importance as soon as
the same data set has been used for each and every distribution tested.
9
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which seem more appropriate regarding the shape of the data set. As mentioned before, eight
distributions have been retained. Fitted on the whole sample (i), the empirical distribution, a
lognormal distribution (asymmetric and medium tailed), a Weibull distribution (asymmetric and
thin tailed), a Generalised Hyperbolic (GH) distribution (symmetric or asymmetric, fat tailed on
an infinite support), an Alpha-Stable distribution (symmetric, fat tailed on an infinite support),
a Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution (asymmetric and fat tailed), and the empirical
distribution; (ii) on an adequate subset: a Generalised Pareto (GPD) distribution (asymmetric,
fat tailed) calibrated on a set built over a threshold, a Generalised Extreme Value (GEVbm)
distribution (asymmetric and fat tailed ) fitted using maxima coming from the original set. The
whole data set contains 98082 data points, the sub-sample used to fit the GPD contains 2943
data points and the sub-sample used to fit the GEV using the block maxima approach con-
tains 3924 data points. The objective of these choices is to evaluate the impact of the selected
distributions on the risk representation, i.e. how the initial empirical exposures are captured
and transformed by the model. In order to analyse the deformation of the fittings due to the
evolution of the underlying data set, the calculation of the risk measures will be performed on
the entire data set as long as two sub-samples, splitting the original one. The first sub-sample
contains the data from 2009 to 2011 while the second contains the data from 2012 to 2014.
Table 4 exhibits parameters’ estimates for each distribution selected12. The parameters are
estimated by maximum likelihood, except for the GPD which implied a Peak-Over-Threshold
(Guégan et al. (2011)) approach and the GEV fitted on the maxima of the data set (maxima
obtained using a block maxima method (Gnedenko (1943))). The quality of the adjustment
is measured using both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Anderson-Darling tests. The results
presented in Table 4 shows that none of the distributions are adequate. This is usually the case
when we are fitting uni-modal distributions on multi-modal data set. Indeed, the multi-modality
of distributions is a frequent issue modelling risks such as operational risks as the unit of mea-
sures combine multiple kinds of incidents13. But as illustrated in Figure 3, this phenomenon can
also be observed on market or credit data. This is the exact reason why the risk measures are
12In order not to overload the table the standard deviation of the parameters are not exhibited but are available
upon request.
13for instance, a category combining external fraud will contain the fraud card on the body, commercial paper
fraud in the middle, cyber attack and Ponzi scheme in the tail.
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evaluated, in practice, using the empirical distributions instead of fitted analytical distributions
could be of interest as the former one captures multi-modality by construction. Unfortunately
this solution has been initially crossed out by regulators as this non-parametric approach is
not considered able to capture tails properly, which as shown in the table, might be a false
statement. However, recently the American supervisor seems to be re-introducing empirical
strategies in practice for CCaR14 purposes. The use of fitted analytical distributions has been
preferred despite the fact that sometimes no proper fit can be found and the combination of
multiple distributions may lead to a high number of parameters and consequently to even more
unstable results. Nevertheless the question of multi-modality becomes more and more important
concerning the fitting of any data set. In this paper we do not discuss this issue in any more
details as it is out of scope, indeed the regulators never suggested this approach, nevertheless
some methodological aspect related to these strategies can be found in Wang (2000) and Guégan
and Hassani (2015).
Using the data set and the distributions selected, we compute for each distribution the associ-
ated VaRp and ESp for different values of p. The results are provided in Tables 1 - 3.
From Table 1, we see that, given p, the choice of the distribution has a tremendous impact on
the value of the risk measure, i.e. if a GH distribution is used, then the 99% VaR is equal to
5 917, while it is 2 439 for a Weibull adjusted on the same data and 84 522 using a GPD. A
corollary is that the 90% VaR of the GPD is much higher than all the 99% VaR calculated with
any other distribution (considered suitable the case of the GEV will be discussed in the follow-
ing). A first conclusion would be, what is the point of imposing a percentile if the practitioners
are free to use any distribution (see Operational Risk AMA)? Second, looking at Table 2, for a
given p, between the four distributions fitted on the whole sample (lognormal, Weibull, GH and
alpha-stable), compared to the GPD fitted above a threshold, we observe a huge difference for
the value of the VaR. A change in the threshold may either give higher or lower value, there-
fore the VaR is highly sensitive to the value of the threshold. We note also that the Weibull
which is a distribution somehow contained in the GEV provides the lowest VaR from the 97.5
percentile. Now, looking at the values obtained regarding the empirical distribution we observe
14Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review
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that the values of the risk measures especially in the tail are much larger than those obtained
using parametric distributions. These results highlight the fact that the empirical distribution
- when the number of data point is sufficiently large - might be suitable to represent a type of
exposure, as the embedded information tends to completion.
The values obtained for the ES are also linked to the distribution used to model the underlying
risks. Looking at Table 1, at the 95%, we observe that the ES goes from 1 979 for the Weibull to
224 872 for the GPD. Therefore, depending on the distribution used to model the same risk, at
the same p level, the ES obtained is completely different. The corollary of that issue is that the
ES obtained for a given distribution at a lower percentile will be higher than the ES computed
on another distribution at a higher percentile. For example, Table 1 shows that the 90% ES
obtained from the empirical distribution is higher than the 97.5% ES computed with a Weibull
distribution.
We also illustrated in Table 2 the fact that, depending on the distribution used and the confidence
level chosen, the values provided by VaRp can be bigger than the values derived for an ESp and
conversely. Thus a question arises: What should we use the VaR or the Expected Shortfall? To
answer to this question we can consider several points:
• Conservativeness: Regarding that point, the choice of the risk measure is only relevant
for a given distribution, i.e. for any given distribution the VaRp will always be inferior
to the ESp (assuming only positive values) for a given p. But, if the distribution used to
characterise the risk has been chosen and fitted, then it may happen that for a given level
p, the VaRp obtained from a distribution is superior to the ESp.
• Distribution and p impacts: Table 1 shows that potentially a 90% level ES obtained on a
given distribution is larger than a 99.9% VaR obtained on another distribution, e.g. the ES
obtained from a GH distribution at 90% is higher that the VaR obtained form a lognormal
distribution at 97.5%. Thus is it always pertinent to use a high value for p?
• Parameterisation and estimation: the impact of the calibration of the estimates of the
parameters is not negligible (Neslehova et al. (2006) and Guégan et al. (2011)), mainly
when we fit a GPD. Indeed in that latter case, due to the instability of the estimates for
12
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the threshold, the practitioners can largely overfit the risks. Thus, why the regulators still
impose this distribution?
• It seems that regulators impose these rules to avoid small banks lacking personnel to build
an internal model abusing the system. This attitude is quite dangerous as it removes
the accountability from them, they should definitely incentivise to do the measurement
themselves, it lacks realism considering that managers are more and more prepare to build
appropriate models and the industry needs to use them and to innovate. We would recom-
mend regulator to follow the same path. By innovating banks will see their risk framework
maturing and their natural accountability will push them to a better understanding of the
risk they are taking.
Now regarding the impact of the choice of the information sets on the calculation of the con-
sidered risk measure, need to be commented. First, results obtained from the GPD and the
α-stable distribution are of the same order whatever the information set. Second, the differences
between the GPD and the GEV fitted on the block maxima are huge, illustrating the fact that
despite being two extreme value distributions, the information captured is quite different. We
analyse now in more detais the results based on the different data sets.
Table 1 shows that the 90% VaRs are of the same order for all the distributions presented except
the GPD and the GEV. For the former, the fact that we use a sub-sample of the initial data
set superior to a threshold u, the 0% VaR of the GPD is already equal to u and that makes it
difficult to compare with other distributions as the support is shifted from (0;+∞) to [u; +∞).
For the GEV, we have a parameterisation issue as the shape parameter ξ ≤ 1 characterises an
infinite mean model (Table 4), therefore we will not comment any further the results presented in
the first table with respect to this distribution. Though the empirical distribution seems always
showing lower VaR values, this is not always true for high percentiles. Indeed, the larger the data
points in the tails, the more explosive will be the upper quantiles. Here, the 99.9% VaR is larger
than the one provided by the lognormal, the Weibull, or the GH. Therefore, if conservatisme is
our objective and we want to use the entire data set only the α-stable distribution is suitable.
In the meantime, the construction of an appropriate series of maxima to apply a GEV seems
promising as it captures the tail while still being representative of smaller percentiles. Regarding
13
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the Expected Shortfall, we see once again that the lognormal and the Weibull do not allow to
capture the tails as the values are all lower than the empirical expected shortfall. The GH is not
too far from the empirical ES though, the tail of the fitted GH is not as thick as the empirical.
The GPD is once again out of range, though, a combination of the empirical distribution and
a GPD may lead to appropriate results as the percentile would mechanically decrease (Guégan
et al. (2011)).
Regarding Table 2 the comments are fairly similar to those for Table 1. From a VaR point of
view, the most appropriate distribution are the GEV and the α-stable. This is somehow quite
unexpected as the GEV fitted on the entire data-set was only used here as a benchmark to the
GEV fitted on the series of Maxima. Though, these two distributions are not considered reliable
regarding the ES as both have infinite first moment, (as α < 1 for the α-stable and ξ > 1 for
the GEV (Table 5)).
Looking at Table 3 we can note that the best fit from a VaR point of view is the GH, though
this is not true anymore from an ES perspective. In the particular case none of the distributions
seems appropriate as three of them have infinite means except maybe the GPD, but this one
taken on a support [u,+∞) provides results not comparable with empirical distribution (Table
6).
Dynamically speaking, we observe now that the fittings on various periods of time does not pro-
vide the same results for any of the distribution. If some are of the same order and fairly stable
especially for the largest quantiles, these may differ largely. Some distributions such as the GEV
are not always appropriate over time though the underlying data are supposed to provide dra-
matically different features from a period to another one. The extreme tail is far larger for the
empirical distribution for the period 2012-2014 than for the previous one or the whole sample.
Besides except for the GH, the fitted distribution are providing even lower risk measures for the
third sub-sample than for any of the other ones which implies that the right15 tail is definitely
not captured. It also tells us that no matter how good is a fit of a distribution, this one is always
obtained at a time t and is absolutely not representative of the "unknown" entire information set.
15Assuming that the losses are positive values.
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Another interesting point is the fact that though the VaR is criticised, this one allows the use
of more distribution than the ES which requires to have a finite first moment. Indeed, the ES
theoretically captures the information contained in the tail in a better fashion, in our case most
of the fat-tailed distribution have an infinite mean which leads to unreliable ES even if calculated
on a randomly generated sample.
In summary, we think that a risk measure which is not correctly computed and interpreted can
lead to catastrophes, ruins, failures, etc. because of an inappropriate management, control and
understanding of the risks associated in banks. In this paper, we have focused on the fact that it
is important to have an holistic approach in terms of risks including the knowledge of the appro-
priate distribution, the choices of different risk measures, a spectral approach in terms of levels
and a dynamic analysis. Nevertheless, various problems remain open, in particular those related
to estimation procedures, such as (i) the empirical bias of skewness and kurtosis calculation, (ii)
the dependence between the distributions’ parameters, (iii) their impact on the estimation of
the quantile computed from the fitted distributions and (iv) the construction of a multivariate
VaR and ES. In another side, in this paper multivariate approaches are not discussed, i.e. the
computation of risk measures in higher dimensions as this will be the contents of a companion
paper. Besides, the question of diversification linked to the notion of sub-additivity is not also
the core of this paper and will be discussed in another paper as long as the problem of aggre-
gation of risks for which we just provide here an illustration pointing the impact of false ideas
implied by Basel guidelines on the computation of capital requirements.
In conclusion, the issues highlighted in this paper are quite dramatic as enforcing the wrong risk
measurement strategy (to be distinguished from the wrong risk measures) may lead to dramatic
issues. First, if the strategy is used for capital calculations then, we would have a mismatch
between the risk profile and the capital charge supposed to cover it. Second, if the strategy
is used for risk management, the controls implemented will be inappropriate and therefore the
institution at risk. Finally, the cultural impact of enforcing some risk measurement approaches
leads to the creation of so-called best practices, i.e. the fact that all the financial institutions
15
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are applying the same methods, and if these are inappropriate, then the combination of having
all the financial institutions at risk simultaneously will lead to a systemic risk.
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